
Interactive Exhibit Elements
FULL-MOTION ROBOTIC DRAGONS WITH 
REALISTIC MOVEMENT AND SOUND FX
European Green Dragon
White Dragon
Red Dragon
Lung Dragon
Wyvern**
Sea Serpent**

DRAGON’S PERCHES
Each dragon has a unique perch with cultural and 
geographic infographics.

HYDRA CABINET *
Multi-headed Hydra on top of large cabinet, with 
sound effects.

FAFNIR TREASURE CAVE *
Fafnir is sleepily guarding his gold treasure, be 
careful as you listen to a storytelling audio.

DRAGON RIDER VR EXPERIENCE *
Feel the wind in your hair as you hop onto your 
riding saddle for a dragon soaring experience.

DRAGON RUBBING  AND DRAWING STATIONS *
Use embossed steel plates to rub and trace your 
own very own dragons. 

DRAGON DIG SITE * 
Dig and reveal a unique dragon skeleton.

QUETZALCOATL ENVIRONMENT *
A unique look at the mythological Aztec dragon in a 
unique temple environment.

BELLOWS HATCHERY *
Interactive environment with burning forge to 
“hatch” dragon eggs.

ALCHEMIST LABORATORY *
Experience a unique look into a medievel 
alchemist’s laboratory of specimens.

INTRODUCTION TO THE LOST WORLDS * 
Engage in the unique world history behind 
dragon myths and the locations they originate 
from.

VILLAGE TOWERS * 
Large scenic towers and interactive bases 
present interesting factoids and myths 
surrounding dragons and their place in pop 
culture. 

SHADOW PUPPET THEATRE * 
Use your imagination and create your own 
dragon origin myth with sound and lighting 
effects.

DRAGON MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE * 
Find the different regions and dragons 
backstory and historical references. 

DRAGON STOP MOTION STATION (2)* 
Create your own unique stop motion movie with 
detailed dragons and fanciful backdrops.

DRAGON “SHIFTER” INTERACTIVE * 
Explore the different myths and regions 
surrounding the known dragon world.

DRAGON PHOTO OPS * 
Unique photo ops are spread throughout 
the exhibit, from a castle throne to knights 
searching for lost dragon treasure.

**With Environmental flooring that creates its 
own large scenic.

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3


